WIDERHORIZONS SCHOOL SUPPLY LIST

PRIMARY
*2 PLASTIC FOLDER Must have pockets (replace as needed)
*1 COMPOSITION BOOK (all new students and kindergarteners)
* PACKAGE OF SANITIZING WIPES

SECOND AND THIRD GRADE
*SMALL BOTTLE OF HAND SANITIZER
*PACKAGE OF SANITIZING WIPES
3 pkgs PENCILS, REGULAR #2
*3 PACKS WIDE RULED NOTEBOOK PAPER
*FOLDERS WITH PRONGS AND POCKETS- PLASTIC solid color with no pictures- each: 2 red, orange, green, 2 yellow, purple, blue.
*CHILD’S DICTIONARY (AT HOME USE)
PACKAGE OF BIG PINK ERASERS
*2 PACKS OF COLORED PENCILS

UPPER ELEMENTARY (ALL GRADES)
*SMALL BOTTLE OF HAND SANITIZER
*PACK OF SANITIZING WIPES (KEEP IN DESK)
*3 BOXES PENCILS REGULAR #2
*HAND SHARPENER, ERASERS, PENCIL CASE
*5 PACKAGES LOOSE-LEAF PAPER(one pack in class supply as needed)
*AT HOME FOR HOMEWORK: compass, ruler, protractor, age appropriate dictionary
* DAILY PLANNER
* 1 FOLDER (MUSIC)
* 1 RED FOLDER
* PACK OF COLORED PENCILS
*PACK OF COLORED MARKERS (THIN)

FOURTH GRADE
2 COMPOSITION BOOKS
1” BINDER W/POCKETS (3-RING)
1 ½” BINDER W/ POCKETS AND 5 SUBJECT DIVIDER
ONE FOLDER FOR LOOSE LEAF PAPER
2 LARGE BOOK COVERS

FIFTH GRADE
1” BINDER WITH 5 SUBJECT DIVIDERS
INDEX CARDS & HOLDER FOR CARDS
1 BOOK COVER

SIXTH GRADE
2” BINDER WITH 5 SUBJECT DIVIDERS ~ NO TRAPPER KEEPER
COMPOSITION BOOK
1 FOLDER PLAIN, SOLID COLOR, W/ POCKETS
4 BOOK COVERS (3 large/ 1 small)
INDEX CARDS AND HOLDER FOR STORAGE

Grades 4-12
The first graph book is supplied by the school.
All others must be purchased when needed.
(Books are available in the office for $3.50 each)
JUNIOR/SENIOR HIGH

*SMALL BOTTLE OF HAND SANITIZER
*PACK OF SANITIZING WIPES (KEEP IN DESK)
*SIX- TWO POCKET FOLDERS WITH PRONGS
*COMPOSITION NOTEBOOK
*NOTEBOOK FOR SPANISH (7th and 8th)
*SCISSORS
*RULER
*CALCULATOR (PRE-ALGEBRA AND ABOVE)
*PROTRACTOR
*COMPASS
*PACKAGE OF LOOSE LEAF PAPER
*PENCILS- ONE MECHANICAL, PENS, ERASER

*PHYSICAL EDUCATION UNIFORM- shirt purchased at the office, black basketball style shorts
*SCIENCE CLASSES (8-12TH GRADE) 1/2" Binder
*MATH CLASSES (7-12TH GRADE) 1/2" BINDER
*ASSIGNMENT/DAY PLANNER (7TH AND 8TH ONLY)
*6 BOOK COVERS (ALL BOOKS MUST BE COVERED AT ALL TIMES)

GRADES 4-12
The first graph book is supplied by the school.
All others must be purchased when needed.

Required for all math classes.
(Books are available in the office for $3.50 each)